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271. Not a matter with you at the centre ?—This is a matter under our general powers of superintendence. Tie actual inspections done are recorded, the number of factories inspected, the number of factories not inspected at all, etc. These details are given in this report which I will give the Commission.
•	272. Do you happen to know how many operatives
there are in these factories, the total number ?—The
figures will be given in that report again.    I think it
is about a million and a half.
273. I notice on page 1491* (" The State and In-" dustry ") that one local Government for a time deliberately adopted a plan of avoiding prosecutions in order to give owners time to make up deficiencies revealed by inspections ?—Yes, that is recorded.
 •	274. Which local Government is that ?—I am not
sure.f    Would you like the information ?
 •	275. If you could find it out. Again on page 1491 the
local Government in question says that " the absence
«' of friction is one of the most important objects to
" be attained in the administration of the Act, and
" the Governor in Council hopes that it will be pos-
" sible to continue the present policy," and then I see
that the author of this admirable book, " The State
" and Industry " says that " these hopes were not
" fulfilled and there was a prompt return in this case
" to more orthodox methods of administration.    On
" the other hand in the more important industrial
" provinces the adnuntetration of the Act has re-
" ceived a large amount of attention and although
" the staff has not everywhere been adequate, the
" standards of administration generally have been
" more    than    maintained.   The    staff    employed
f* wholly or mainly on the inspection of factories has
" been practically doubled in strength between 1921
*' and 1928."    Can you give me the figure just now ?
Is the figure the one you have already mentioned ?—
That was the figure which I obtained less than a year
ago for Mr. Hartshorn.

 276.	In 1927-28 ?—Yes.
 277.	There are just two or three things which you
have been good enough to promise us.    I think you
said, you would be able to let us have copies of the
Report on Provincial Administration of the Central
Factory Law.   The second is the communications
that have passed between the Secretary of State and
the Government on the modification of the Irrigation,
scheme.    Then you have promised to supply us, in
relation to a question put by Lord Strathcona, com
parative figures, if possible, of the mining population
in British India as compared with that in the States ?
—Yes.
278.	I might perhaps just enquire this point.    You
made a reference in answer to a question just now to
the suggestion that has been made hi some quarters
that you might recruit for some of the All-India
services on short term contracts.    I might perhaps
remind the Conference that in the report of the Lee
Commission there is a very interesting paragraph on
short term contracts.    I will just try to summarise.
It is stated there, " It has been suggested by some
«.' university authorities, and also by some witnesses
" who gave evidence in India, that European recruits
"for  aH   the All-India services should  in  future
'-'be engaged on short-term   renewable   contracts.
" *      *      *      If individuals were needed to carry
*' through a specific project of engineering, or to
" engage on a particular and limited field of scientific
•* research, or to occupy for a term of years a parti-
" cular professorial chair, the system of short-term
" contract might -be adopted."    This is what the Lee
Commission suggested and even then they say that
tJusre are drawbacks and they speak of these draw
backs as fatal to the suggestion as applied to the
Services   as a whole.    "These  drawbacks  are as
"follows:   a new European recruit in,any Indian
"service does not become efficient until he has accus-
to the special conditions of India,
*
•«3M53
subsequently wrote ia to say that the k —f«jgced to is tike Punjab Government,
 ' learned the ways of its people, and mastered in ' some degree the local language. It may be said in ' fact that his efficiency increases in proportion to his ' length of service. From the point of view of the ' Governments concerned, therefore, a recruit en-' gaged on a short-term contract is a highly un-,-' economical proposition, for, while Government has '' paid for his period of apprenticeship, it may lose ' him just at the moment when he has acquired some ' measure of real efficiency. The proposition is ' similarly disadvantageous to the recruit. After ' spending some years in acquiring the special ' qualifications for efficient service in India he may ' find it impossible to renew his contract, with the ' result that he is cast upon the world with quali-' fications which, however valuable in India, may be ' of little or no value elsewhere. It must not be ' supposed, for instance, that an expert in Indian ' forestry who has lost his post in India would be ' regarded as an expert in the forest work of any ' other Continent. The uncertainty of continuous ' employment would therefore militate against the ' chance of obtaining first-rate recruits." Then you see the conclusion they reach is that the officers should be recruited on the basis of a permanent career ?—Yes, I was aware of that.
 279.	I do not know whether it is desirable to ask
you ; but does your experience in the department
confirm that view ?—I am doubtful  myself.    Our
consulting engineer, who was one of the people-who
advocated the system of short term contract, is still
I   believe   unconvinced  by  the  Lee   Commission's
arguments.    As a matter of fact we have had great
difficulty,  as  I  told  Colonel Lane-Fox,  in getting
first-class men from England as Irrigation engineers—
and it is no good getting any man except the first
class—and he still thinks that it is just possible that
men of that kind might be willing to come for a short
period.    He also holds that Irrigation engineering
is of such a catholic nature in connection with building
bridges, roads and so on that a man can almost be
certain of   getting   employment   elsewhere   at   the
end of the period of contract.    That is his personal
view,
 280.	Colonel Lane-Fox :   Has the experiment ever
been tried of inviting people on short term contracts ?
—No, except for special posts of a particular kind.
 281.	The Chairman :   There is one question which
Colonel Lane-!Fox put;   I think the question put was
supposing that Irrigation became a transferred sub
ject, what difference would that make in the relations
of the Central Government and the department and
Mr. McWatters has developed that in his answer.    I
think it is useful also to look into the Ted book,-page
199,    There is in the Statute, in the Government of
India Act, a general provision which gives the Gover
nor-General in Council the power of superintendence,
direction, and control over local   Governments ?—
Yes.
282.	And then the Statute has to be read together
with   the   Devolution   Rules and Rule 49   of   the
Devolution Rules provides :   " The powers of super-
' intendence, direction, and control over the local ' Government of a Governor's province vested in the ' Governor-General in Council under the Act shall ' in relation to transferred subjects be exercised only ' for the following purposes ", and the purposes are extremely limited, so that unless the Devolution Rules were altered, the result would appear to be this, would it not, that if a subject that is now a reserved subject in the province is transferred, then under th$ present rules the powers of superintendence, direction and control over the local Government vested in the Governor-General become extremely difficult ? Is that not s6 ?—Yes, that is so. I think that if it is necessary to retain a portion of European recruits, it might not be easy to transfer the subject exactly in the way in which subjects are now spoken of as transferred.
283.	I am not expressing any opinion, but I want
to see how the present position is.   It appears to roe
that at present there is superintendence, direction and

